
FF FUND ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Supported Artists and Collectives 

Eligible artists and collectives must meet all of the descriptors listed. Franklin Furnace Fund 

supported artists are early career generative non-student performance artists who actively 

generate new original work. Please note: these requirements have been adapted from 

Jerome Foundation's eligibility requirements. 

Eligible Artists 

— are in the early stages of their creative development 

- have a focused direction and are actively creating new work in performance art 

- have yet to be substantially celebrated within their field, the media, funding circles or the 

public at large 

— are vocational (as opposed to avocational, academic, amateur or educational) artists 

— are not participating in any degree-granting programs (K-12, undergraduate, graduate) in 

any field 

— artists who generate new works and claim creative “authorship” and creative control in the 

creation of new work, and whose primary practice is centered in creation of new work 

through their roles as performance artists 

— expand the aesthetic or social experience in the discipline in which they work and/or 

reclaim and revive traditional forms in original ways 

— create works that are:  

- imaginative, rigorous, and well-executed 

- compelling and has a distinctive vision and authentic voice 

- connecting with intended audiences/participants 

- engaging aesthetically and experientially 

- are bold and risk-taking 

Ineligible Artists 

— would be identified as “mid-career” or established in any arts discipline 

— are engaged in the arts as a hobby or avocational pastime 

— applicants who are or will be students enrolled in degree-granting programs 

— artists who interpret, perform, critique, report on, edit, or design the work of others (e.g., 

singers, musicians, screenwriters, dancers, actors, instrumentalists, vocalists, arrangers, 

editors, journalists, designers in sets/lights/costumes/sound, or critics, among others) but 

who do not also generate new work 

— managers, administrators, builders or technicians who do not also have a significant 

history of generating new work 

As a general rule, all artists within an ensemble or collective must meet all criteria listed 

above. 



FOR QUESTIONS CONTACT JENNY KORNS, FRANKLIN FURNACE PROGRAM 

COORDINATOR, at proposals[at]franklinfurnace.org. 

January 16, 2019 

Open call for proposals to the Franklin Furnace Fund.  

April 1, 2019 

Deadline to submit all application materials.  

June/July 2019 

A Selection Panel meets to review applications and select artists to receive the grants. The 
panel consists of five artists who meet for three consecutive days at Franklin Furnace. Every 
year the panel is composed of new members. Franklin Furnace staff acts as moderators but 
does not make any decisions. Franklin Furnace does not record the panel’s discussion and 
cannot give feedback.  

August 2019 

Artists receive notification of the panel's decision. After notifications are sent out, 
applications that have included a SASE are returned to the artists. Artists who have chosen 
to pick up their applications may do so by October 1, 2019.  

August-September 2019 

After Franklin Furnace receives the completed Contract, W-9 Form, Release Form, 
Honorarium Form, Bio and Project Description Form from the selected artists, a check for 
50% of the grant is sent.  

September 2019 

Official announcement of selected artists is posted at Franklin Furnace website and in a 
Special Goings On, Franklin Furnace’s weekly electronic newsletter.  

Ideally the artist will present their piece within a year. One month before the performance the 
artist meets with the Franklin Furnace staff to discuss documentation plans and publicity, 
whereupon the second check for 40% of the grant is issued.  

November 2019 

Franklin Furnace hosts an event at Pratt Institute to welcome the new 2019-20 class of 
Franklin Furnace Fund grant recipients. Grant recipients will give short presentations of their 
newly funded projects.  

September 2019-August 2020 

The artist receives the final check for 10% of the grant after completion of their project if and 
only if Franklin Furnace receives:  

1. High resolution visual documentation. For digital photos we'd prefer images in the raw file 
format of the camera that took the pictures or TIF files. For digital video we would like 
final edited documentation in the least compressed format you can provide.  

2. Completed Final Report Form with factual information and a final description of the event.  
3. Program or promotional material thanking the Franklin Furnace Fund and its supporters.  

Eligibility Questionnaire 

Please read the eligibility requirements, application guidelines, and complete the 
questionnaire below to access the online application form. 
1. Is your proposal for a "performance art" project? Please note that "performance art" is not to 
be confused with the "performing arts." According to the definition on Wikipedia, "Performance 
art is a performance presented to an audience within a fine art context, traditionally 



interdisciplinary....It can be any situation that involves four basic elements: time, space, the 
performer's body, or presence in a medium, and a relationship between performer and audience.". 

Yes  No   

2. Do you consider yourself to be an "early career artist?" See Franklin Furnace's eligibility 
requirements for a description of "early career artist". This criteria will be used to determine your 
eligibility. 

Yes  No   

3. Are you planning to present the proposed project in New York City? 

Yes  No   

 


